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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we use Adomian Decomposition Method to numerically analyse second order 

nonlinear ordinary di_erential equations and implement the continuous algorithm in a discrete domain. This is 

facilitated by Maple package. And, the results from the two test problems used shows that the Adomian 

Decomposition Method is almost as the classical solutions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Nonlinear Di_erential Equations (NDE) arise in the study of many branches of Applied Math-ematics. Like 

Rheology, Quantitative Biology, Physiology,Electrochemistry, scattering theory, Di_usion Transport theory, 

Potential theory and Elasticity. In the late 20th century, George Adomian [1] introduced a new method to solve 

NDE. Many of these NDE, in fact a tiny frac- tion, can be solved by analytical or closed form method. Many a 

times the classical method are complicated; requiring use of advanced Mathematical technique which are di_cult 

to un- derstand. Of all the the numerical methods available for the solution of NDE, the method of Finite 

Di_erence is most commonly used followed by Finite Element method. All of which are based on linearisation. 

The Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM) which has been subject to much investiga- tion [1],[2], [3], [4],[6] 

avoids arti_cial boundary conditions, linearisation and yields an e_cient numerical solution with high degree 

accuracy. It enables the accurate and e_cient analytical solution of NDE without the need to resort to 

linearisation or perturbation approaches. 

 

II. THE ADOMIAN DECOMPOSITION METHOD 
The ADM involves separating the equation under investigation into linear and nonlinear por- tion. The linear 

operator representing the linear portion of the equation is inverted and the linear the linear operator is then 

applied to the equation. Any given conditions are taken into consideration. The nonlinear portion is decomposed 

into a series of what is called Adomian Polynomials. The method generates a solution in the form of a series 

whose terms are de- termined by a recursive relationship using the Adomian Polynomials. A brief outline of the 

method is a follows. Consider a general nonlinear di_erential equation as. 

 

where F is the nonlinear di_erential operator, y and f are functions of t. In operator form 

equation (2.1) is 

 

where L is an operator representing the linear portion of F which is easily invertible. R is a linear operator for 

the remainder of the linear portion, and N is a nonlinear operator representing 
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III. APPLICATION AND RESULT 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
Unlike linear Di_erential Equations, there are limited methods for obtaining classical solutions to NDE. In most 

cases, qualitative methods are often used in obtaining qualitative information on solution of NDE without 

actually solving the problem, like Phase plane method. In this paper, considering the round o_ errors inherited 

by taking a _nite series from an in_nite series, the result of ADM and exact solution are in strong agreement 

with each other. In comparison with several other methods that have been advanced for solving NDE, the result 

from the two test problems in this paper shows that the ADM is reliable powerful and very promising. We 

believe that the e_ciency of ADM gives it much wider applicability which needs to be explored further. 
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